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Present: 
Veronica Carolan 
Ian Clark 
Adele Duffield 
Roger Gould 
Lesley Pemberton 
Adrienne Silcock 
Sue Thomason 

Welcome to our third Virtual Poetry Group, meeting on Thursday 23 April 2020.
Lesley has kindly provided a virtual cake for this meeting. She can vouch for its deliciousness 
because she couldn’t resist trying a piece first…

Please send your comments on each poem to me, by Monday night, 27 April. 
It will help me a lot if you choose a subject line for the email containing:

• VPG (for virtual poetry group)
• the date of the moot

You can add your name too, but Gmail shows it to me anyway, so it’s redundant.
Example: 

VPG 23 Apr 2020


This PDF comes to you attached to an email with a good-enough subject line, so just open the 
email again and press Reply.

If for technical reasons you can’t see the attachment, there’s a list of past (commented) PDFs here:
www.whitbywriters.com/proceedings-of-virtual-meetings 


Click an item on the list, and the chosen PDF will be downloaded to your computer.
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When I get your comments back I will append them to the appropriate contribution in an update to 
these proceedings, which I will email back to you as: VPG_23_Apr_2020[COMMENTED].pdf

–––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Matters Arising: 
Veronica’s comments on VPG 9 Apr 2020 arrived just after I’d sent out the commented version, but 
here they are anyway…
VERONICA

Roger 
Next, please - Philip Larkin 
This really captures for me the futility of  living for the future rather than for the moment. Masterful imagery 

of  "Watching form a bluff  the tiny, clear Sparkling armada of  promises draw near", ditto "holding stalks of  
disappointment".  How cleverly he turns us to the cold finality of  the last line. He has no need to name the black 
barque of  death. 

Quarter Days 
This poem is another example of  the way we mark time, and how each period brings change, both outward 

and inward.  The length of  each verse contrasts the present, past and future. 

Ian 
Desiderata 
This is so familiar.  It has a practical, non religious spirituality that most can concur with, hence its popularity 

– I really don't think it has gone out of  sight! 

Tardigrade 
Well, I know about trilobites but this is a new one for me!  So succinct and an effective use of  rhyme. 

Adele 
New Rules to Abide By - Bob Beagrie 
This seems to be a take on Desiderata.  Another poem that highlights the ways people need to mark the 

passage of  time - a new "Liturgy of  the Hours" from the monastic round. I wonder how many will successfully 
metamorphose, and what it takes? 

Fear and Anger 
This puts into words what I for one can hardly dare visualise - so many people (mostly women but not 

exclusively) in this situation, the 'statistics' of  domestic abuse already doubled.  The only line that doesn't work 
for me is "tears prick  me like a sharpened knife". I wonder if  the time for tears amidst terror has passed. 

Lesley 
The Sound of  One Fork - Minnie Bruce Pratt 
A very zen-like title (like the sound of  one hand clapping), but the poem is far from philosophical. I note a 

wider meaning of  'sufficiency' - self-sufficiency in the agricultural sense and the sufficiency of  spirit which marks 
the difference between being alone and being lonely, but this doesn't seem to be brought out in the rest of  the 
verse, unless one reads the same ambivalence into 'consumed'.  The poem is very atmospheric - a thought-
provoking cameo of  two women alone. 

Rocking Chair 
This poem puts into words my fear for so many who are sitting alone, not knowing neighbours, perhaps with 

no phone and no way of  getting to the door, too feeble to respond to whatever comes through the letterbox 
offering help.  

Sue 
Among Roses - Ann Drysdale 
A thoughtful poem which must have taken a lot of  crafting.  Flowers are often chosen for their symbolism - I 

was given a "Rambling Rector" as one of  my leaving presents! The last line reveals completion. 

Thorn 
I simply loved this poem.  I can picture similar trees beside dry stone walls, wherever they may be, but it 

seems to encapsulate the spirit of  the moors. 
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Veronica Carolan

Don’t put up my Thread and Needle —

Don’t put up my Thread and Needle —
I’ll begin to Sew
When the Birds begin to whistle —
Better Stitches — so —

These were bent — my sight got crooked —
When my mind — is plain
I’ll do seams — a Queen’s endeavor
Would not blush to own —

Hems — too fine for Lady’s tracing
To the sightless Knot —
Tucks — of dainty interspersion —
Like a dotted Dot —

Leave my Needle in the furrow —
Where I put it down —
I can make the zigzag stitches
Straight — when I am strong —

Till then — dreaming I am sewing
Fetch the seam I missed —
Closer — so I — at my sleeping —
Still surmise I stitch —

Emily Dickinson

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

VERONICA
I was actually looking for "Because I could not stop for death", but came across this as I looked through my 

Emily Dickinson poetry.  I had just written my own poem which unfolded whilst darning socks (very badly - it's 
not a familiar pastime!) so to find this seemed serendipitous.  Emily Dickinson did suffer from ill health towards 
the end of  her life, but I wonder if  the poem - written in a feverish style - is a slantwise glimpse at death, which 
she wrote so much about. 

ADRIENNE
Emily Dickinson’s ...sewing analogy, yes, seems a bit old hat (ha ha) now, but of  course she was ahead of  her 

time and up against challenging male/female roles, hence ambiguity between sewing and sowing, the drawing 
room and the field. 
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LESLEY
A wistful poem that seems to convey the lady’s wish that she could still do what she used to do (when 

younger?). I have never been good at sewing but understand the frustration of  not being able to do things, or at 
least not as well, as one gets older. 

IAN
One Happy Bunny — NOT! 
I have to admit I don’t like Emily Dickinson. Too much like my ex. But I’m lost in admiration for her ability 

to diagnose and delineate her condition. She can’t get the stitches right, even though she’s doing them in her head. 
Think about that…! It leaves the whole neoplatonist programme dead in the water. 

And then she goes on to deftly sum up her attitude to that insight. Acceptance? No. Contemptuous rejection? 
Yes… because I can’t imagine it’s a pious hope for better days to come. 

The use of  dashes – are there too many of  them? Are they needed at all? Yes, every one. They’re logical 
connectives – precisely placed, like the stitches she’s planting in the fabric of  her discourse. And the final dash 
leaves the poem open-ended. Or does it point to a conclusion too awful to be written down? 

There was a good film made about the jazz pianist Ray Charles. After he was blinded as a child, his coal-black 
momma gave him some harsh advice. She told him to guard against becoming a cripple. In the end he recalls his 
mother’s words and realises that he did. A moral cripple. 

ROGER
Fascinating, as a description of  the process of  sewing and the thoughts as you do it. Amazing for the 

modernity of  the style; the use of  the dash. The sadness of  her helplessness towards the end and the sense that 
she has just paused and will be continuing. 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Ian Clark

The Witnesses
Young men late in the night 

Toss on their beds 
Their pillows do not comfort 

Their uneasy heads, 
The lot that decides their fate 

Is cast tomorrow, 
One must depart and face 

Danger and sorrow.

Is it me? Is it me? 

Look in your heart and see: 
There lies the answer. 

Though the heart like a clever 
Conjuror or dancer 

Deceive you often into many 
A curious sleight 

And motives like stowaways 
Are found too late. 

What shall he do, whose heart 
Chooses to depart? 

He shall against his peace
Feel his heart harden,

Envy the heavy birds 
At home in a garden. 

For walk he must the empty 
Selfish journey 

Between the needless risk 
And the endless safety. 

Will he safe and sound 
Return to his own ground?

Clouds and lions stand 
Before him dangerous 

And the hostility of dreams. 
Oh let him honour Us 

Lest he should he ashamed 
In the hour of crisis, 

In the valleys of corrosion 
Tarnish his brightness.

Who are You, whose speech 
Sounds far out of reach?

You are the town and We are the clock. 
We are the guardians of the gate in the rock. 

The Two. 
On your left and on your right 
In the day and in the night. 

We are watching you. 

Wiser not to ask just what has occurred 
To them who disobeyed our word; 

To those 
We were the whirlpool, we were the reef,
We were the formal nightmare, grief 
And the unlucky rose.

Climb up the crane, learn the sailor’s words 
When the ships from the islands laden with birds 

Come in; 
Tell you stories of fishing and other men’s wives. 
The expansive dreams of constricted lives. 

In the lighted inn.

But do not imagine We do not know, 
Or that what you hide with such care won’t show 

At a glance: 
Nothing is done, nothing is said, 
But don’t make the mistake of believing us dead; 

I shouldn’t dance.

We’re afraid in that case you’ll have a fall; 
We’ve been watching you over the garden wall 

For hours: 
The sky is darkening like a stain; 
Something is going to fall like rain, 
And it won’t be flowers.

When the green field comes off like a lid,
Revealing what was much better hid — 

Unpleasant: 
And look, behind you without a sound  
The woods have come up and are standing round 
In deadly crescent.

The bolt is sliding in its groove; 
Outside the window is the black remov- 

-ers’ van:
And now with sudden swift emergence
Come the hooded women, the hump-backed 

surgeons,
And the Scissor Man. 

This might happen any day; 
So be careful what you say 

Or do: 
Be clean, be tidy, oil the lock. 
Weed the garden, wind the clock.

Remember the Two. 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VERONICA
As there was no ascription, I wondered whether this was one or two poems of  yours; however, this took me 

to a search, and I came across the poems of  WH Auden and Longfellow of  the same name and was pleased to 
explore these, as it answered my question! 

Auden 1 
This poem really made me probe what it is saying.  It is certainly an exploration into the hopes and fears of  

young men about to be called up or indeed to face battle?  Again, witnesses describe what they see and interject 
not warnings but questions. Who will be chosen?  What will he do?  Will he return to his own ground? 

At first I read this as a young man deciding whether or not to join up [viz "the empty selfish journey between 
the needless risk and the endless safety" v3] but the more I read it, I realised it was about the eve of  battle.  It 
implies that a man chooses his own fate in the depths of  his heart: that the battle is fought or won before one 
even gets to fight. "What shall he do, whose heart chooses to depart?"  "Is it me? Is it me?  Look into your 
heart...there lies the answer."  In anything, we can deceive ourselves that we want what is right or acceptable, but 
the inner truth or desire can never be denied or stifled. 

v3 As in the Witnesses, we have a garden contrasting with pending battleground.  Peace and innocence v 
death and danger.  Eden (Paul Tillich's 'dreaming innocence') v Gethsemane? 

v4 "Who/what is the mysterious Us that must be honoured, I wonder.  What is it that will enable honour in 
battle?  Is the brightness that of  a martyr? What would tarnish it: cowardice? fear? or simply giving in to fatalism, 
futility and despair?  

Auden 2 
There are some very strange interpretations on the web about this poem (libido v id?!) which I could not 

relate to at all, given the context in which Auden lived.  It speaks more, I think, of  impending crisis and implied 
judgement - a ticking bomb waiting to explode, in the context of  the times. 

v1:  The guardians of  the gate of  the rock - the entrance to hell or indeed heaven?Ch 11 v 3 of  the Book of  
Revelation (a truly apocalyptic book) reads as follows: "And I will grant  my two witnesses authority to prophesy 
for one thousand two hundred and sixty days, wearing sackcloth" but goes on to speak of  olive trees and 
lampstands (symbols of  life and light?).  The two witnesses in the poem have already caused woes to happen to 
the disobedient. So who are they?  To what do they bear witness?  The poem speaks of  what they see in everyday 
terms but also of  unseen times. They mark not just the 'chronos' but the 'kairos'. 

v2: Presumably the whirlpool and reef  refer to the myth of  Charybdis and Scylla (we holidayed there last 
year!) and the danger they posed to seafarers in the Straits of  Messina.  I wondered about the 'unlucky rose'.  
There is a superstition that if, while holding a rose, all the petals fall off, one will soon die. 

vv3,4:  Does the crane allude to the crow's nest, an overview, the place of  warning?  Is this what's alluded to 
in "you'll have a fall" in V5?  I didn't really get that bit, although of  course this is followed by the impending fall 
of  whatever...  What is the meaning of  "I shouldn't dance"? 

v5: The poem speaks of  the fallout of  war whilst the inhabitants of  the town tend their gardens, unaware of  
what is to befall, although there are portents in the sky. 

v6: Very graphic image of  the ground being lifted off  to reveal the aftermath hidden from view.  The woods 
coming up behind reminded me of  Birnham Wood coming to Dunsinane - again, a presage of  death, but a more 
personal one. Could the "deadly crescent" be a firing squad, or is it a more general symbol of  death-dealing? 

v7: I think this must be an image of  death by firing squad.  I'm glad you used this version of  the poem - in 
the other, the "hooded women" become "The wom[a]n in dark glasses" - are these the traditional mourning 
women who prepare the body for burial?  Presumably the Scissor Man is an image of  the grim reaper with all its 
connotations. 

v8: This is the same kind of  warning that Jesus gives in Matthew 25:43 "Understand this: if  the owner of  the 
house had known in what part of  the night the thief  was coming, he would have stayed awake and would not 
have let his house be broken into  Therefore you also must be ready, for the Son of  Man is coming at an 
unexpected hour." Very common apocalyptic theme. 

IAN
My apologies! I forgot the attribution. W H Auden (if  anyone couldn’t guess). 
The poem is one I’ve long known and used to discuss with my contemporaries in my salad days. Just to say 

here that Google turned up a lot of  nonsense written about it. But Graham Greene, reviewing Auden, seemed to 
pin him down. He said Auden was the only 30s poet who did not abandon poetry for political commentary, and 
praised him for his commitment to the (poetic) cause. Put another way, you might say that Auden rarely made 
intentional allusions, but simply harvested power-words to conjure with. This poem is a spooky trawl of  the 
collective unconscious. 

As I write this I recall that Auden once said of  W B Yeats: “he preferred a good line to a true one.” In my 
more censorious moods I wonder if  this isn’t the pot calling the kettle black. But maybe Greene is right: Auden 
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is forever feeling around in the dark for deep truths, which he then delivers in carefully 
crafted phrases. I like “The expansive dreams of  constricted lives.” But he assumes you 
share his cultural background: “The unlucky rose” – WHA was born in York; and the Rider-
Waite Tarot, card XIII, controversially emblazoned the White Rose of  York on Death’s 
banner. 

I’ve recently been referred-to Poetry of  the Thirties, Robin Skelton (ed). This contains the 
earliest edition of  Auden’s poem, much revised through subsequent editions. Part 2 is pretty 
much as-is, but the first part is vastly different. The (anonymous, autobiographical?) hero 
sets forth on a quest, which ends in hopeless despair “in the desert, all alone […] two black 
rocks on either side”. The Two take up the narrative and proceed to offer reasons for the 
young man’s despair. 

Auden journeyed to Egypt, and wrote a poem about the Sphinx, which he saw as a tired, 
sick man. He would also have seen the Colossi of  Memnon: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colossi_of_Memnon 
– pictures of  which have always evoked for me exactly that feeling of  monumental oppression Auden conveys. 

As to what The Two symbolise, I get the idea Auden worked with feelings, not symbols. Perhaps they are 
meant to evoke the feelings Auden must have had when confronted by Tradition, the Establishment, Orthodoxy, 
the Church and Public Opinion, plus the homophobia all these promoted. 

ADRIENNE
The WH Auden, Ian, I thought was a good choice. Found this: 
 http://figures-of-speech.com/2018/01/furies.htm 
which were interesting comments. 
(Ed: I agree. The link works: I recommend you to click it) 

LESLEY
Thanks Ian for clarifying who wrote this poem (the author wasn’t noted on the PDF I received). 

I have read this through several times but I’m still confused as to what it’s all about. Perhaps I’ll get some 
enlightenment from other people’s comments. 

ROGER
A very dark piece indeed. Thoughts before execution reminiscent of  Housman’s Eight o’clock, “the clock 

collected  in the tower/ It’s strength and struck.” Who was the author? 

ADELE
I tried to find who this was by,  and didn’t know there were so many poems with this title. Auden, H 

Wadsworth Longfellow and others, but still couldn’t find this one. Interesting change of  style as it proceeds. I 
like some of  the ideas - but not sure I entirely understand it so it left me a little lost. 
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Adele Duffield
As we are holding our virtual poetry group meeting on the anniversary of the birth and death of Shakespeare, 
I felt it only fitting that my guest poem should be one of his better-known Sonnets.

Sonnet 116
Let me not to the marriage of true minds

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove.
O no! it is an ever-fixed mark
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wand’ring bark,
Whose worth’s unknown, although his height be taken.
Love’s not Time’s fool, though rosy lips and cheeks
Within his bending sickle’s compass come;
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.
If this be error and upon me prov’d,
I never writ, nor no man ever lov’d.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
If  only we could truly love like this!  What more is there to say? 

ADRIENNE
Shakespeare – always good to be challenged by ol’ Will, in my view! 

LESLEY
Forgive me if  you’re a fan of  Shakespeare, but that’s his point of  view – not that I’m maligning his works. 

Probably his take on ‘true love’ as he got older? 
I wrote a lot of  short ‘love poems’ in my youth, from different angles – love sought, love lost, love gained. 

There are so many strong emotions when you’re young, vying with each other! 

ROGER
It makes you wonder why the rest of  us bother and yet gives us a target to which to aspire. 

IAN
This reminds me I ought to dip into Shakespeare a lot more than I do. And not just the plays. 
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Roger Gould

LESSONS OF THE WAR II. JUDGING DISTANCES
Not only how far away, but the way that you say it
Is very important. Perhaps you may never get
The knack of judging a distance, but at least you know
How to report on a landscape: the central sector,
The right of the arc and that, which we had last Tuesday,
          And at least you know

That maps are of time, not place, so far as the army
Happens to be concerned—the reason being,
Is one which need not delay us. Again, you know
There are three kinds of tree, three only, the fir and the poplar,
And those which have bushy tops to; and lastly
          That things only seem to be things.

A barn is not called a barn, to put it more plainly,
Or a field in the distance, where sheep may be safely grazing.
You must never be over-sure. You must say, when reporting:
At five o'clock in the central sector is a dozen
Of what appear to be animals; whatever you do,
          Don't call the bleeders sheep.

I am sure that's quite clear; and suppose, for the sake of example,
The one at the end, asleep, endeavors to tell us
What he sees over there to the west, and how far away,
After first having come to attention. There to the west,
On the fields of summer the sun and the shadows bestow
          Vestments of purple and gold.

The still white dwellings are like a mirage in the heat,
And under the swaying elms a man and a woman
Lie gently together. Which is, perhaps, only to say
That there is a row of houses to the left of the arc,
And that under some poplars a pair of what appear to be humans
          Appear to be loving.

Well that, for an answer, is what we rightly call
Moderately satisfactory only, the reason being,
Is that two things have been omitted, and those are very important.
The human beings, now: in what direction are they,
And how far away, would you say? And do not forget
          There may be dead ground in between.

There may be dead ground in between; and I may not have got
The knack of judging a distance; I will only venture
A guess that perhaps between me and the apparent lovers,
(Who, incidentally, appear by now to have finished,)
At seven o'clock from the houses, is roughly a distance
          Of about one year and a half.

Reed, Henry. "Judging Distances." New Statesman and Nation 25, no. 628 (6 March 1943): 155. 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VERONICA
War has its own language, its own codes and forms of  expression which reveal or disguise communication 

depending on who is listening.  'Distance' could also be a metaphor for the ways in which we relate or fail to 
relate to one another. 

v1,v3 - knowing how to report could be a matter of  life or death 
v2 - "maps are of  time, not place".  Crucial, in context.  I can't help thinking of  how the Government is 

trying to map the Virus!  Same as for DBS testing (safeguarding).  One moment in time.  The next....   The trees, 
and things not being as they might appear, again make me think of  the Scottish play and Birnham Wood.  

v3 - reminds me of  a time when I mistook a field full of  seagulls as sheep! 
v4,5,6 - Quite humorous! One can picture the class of  recruits, one dozing at the end of  the row, dreaming 

of  who knows what, suddenly being called to account and describe what he sees to the west, as instructed. 
Dreamily, he paints a poetic picture with a nod to the instruction.   The instructor ignores the poetic vision and 
hones in on the position of  the lovers.  

v7 A clever last line - distance measured in time; a juxtaposition of  present and past identifies the dreamer as 
one of   the distant lovers under the tree back home to the west, in the summer sun. 

IAN
Thanks for the nostalgia, Roger! 
My boarding school had a (compulsory) Army Cadet Corp, which swallowed up our Saturdays in a less-than-

appealing way. But it did teach me how to strip down and reassemble an assortment of  weapons, mainly the Bren 
and the .303 Short Lee-Enfield, and how to direct a rifleman to kill someone at 400 yards. Skills my father had to 
employ a lot – and I hope to God I never have to, in what remains of  my life. 

The basic training I got was unchanged from WWII, even though it was 10 years on. I recall this poem from 
way back, and enjoyed its authenticity and wry commentary. The exercise was never performed in the open, but 
in front of  a big lurid poster, a landscape of  the (familiar) Sussex countryside, chock full of  firs, poplars and 
bushy-topped trees. It all comes back, and I see the poster clearly in my mind. (Can’t recall the couple, though.) 

ADRIENNE
Henry Reed – Thanks for sharing, Roger. Not a poet I’m particularly familiar with. 

LESLEY
I gather this poem was written about a soldier in WW2, who was following instructions to be careful on what 

was said/reported about things, places and people. 
My view (and I don’t claim to be an expert poetry critic) is that the phrase “...maps are of  time, not place...” 

perhaps echoes his own feelings – advance, retreat, one step forward, two steps back, trying to make progress 
that was futile in a war which seemed never-ending. 

It resonates in our current situation of  ‘social distancing’; we want to make progress, see the end – but we are 
in a kind of  limbo and the picture is blurred. 

ADELE
Quirky and appropriate for present times! 
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Lesley Pemberton

UP-HILL

Does the road wind up-hill all the way? 
   Yes, to the very end. 
Will the day’s journey take the whole long day? 
   From morn to night, my friend. 

But is there for the night a resting-place? 
   A roof for when the slow dark hours begin. 
May not the darkness hide it from my face? 
   You cannot miss that inn. 

Shall I meet other wayfarers at night? 
   Those who have gone before. 
Then must I knock, or call when just in sight? 
   They will not keep you standing at that door. 

Shall I find comfort, travel-sore and weak? 
  Of labour you shall find the sum.
Will there be beds for me and all who seek? 
   Yea, beds for all who come.

CHRISTINA ROSSETTI

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
On the face of  it, a simple child-like poem, but allegorical of  life's journey towards the last resting-place.  She 

was a devout Anglo-Catholic, so this is probably one of  her religious allegories.  Life as an uphill struggle? 
Perhaps: "travel-sore and weak" the traveller arrives at the resting-place.  The inn is shrouded in mystery for the 
traveller, reached in the night.  Will s/he find it in the darkness?  How to gain entry?  Whatever happens, there 
will be a place for all who try to find the inn "Will there be beds for me and all who seek Yea, beds for all who 
come".  

ADRIENNE
Interesting how time and distance merge similarly to the Reed poem. 

ROGER
Beautifully constructed catechism of  belief  and a sombre assessment of  life before the life everlasting. 

ADELE
A strange conversation poem. Not sure the second voice is believable. Feel a bit sorry for the anxiety of  the 

first. 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Adrienne Silcock
Fleur Adcock (2000) — Leaving the Tate

Coming out with your clutch of postcards
in a Tate Gallery bag and another clutch
of images packed into your head you pause
on the steps to look across the river

and there’s a new one: light, bright buildings,
a streak of brown water, and such a sky
you wonder who painted it – Constable? No:
too brilliant. Crome: No: too ecstatic –

A madly pure pre-Raphaelite sky,
perhaps, sheer blue apart from the white plumes
rushing up it (today, that is,
April. Another day would be different

but it wouldn’t matter. All skies work.)
Cut to the lower right for a detail:
seagulls pecking on mud, below
two office blocks and a Georgian terrace.

Now swing to the left, and take in plane trees
bobbled with seed, and that brick building,
and a red bus… Cut it off just there,
by the lamp-post. Leave the scaffolding in.

That’s your next one. Curious how
these outdoor pictures didn’t exist
before you looked at the indoor pictures,
the ones on the walls. But here they are now,

marching out of their panorama
and queueing up for the viewfinder
your eye’s become. You can isolate them
by holding your optic muscles still.

You can zoom in on figure studies
(that boy with the rucksack), or still lives,
abstracts, townscapes. No one made them.
The light painted them. You’re in charge

of the hanging committee. Put what space
around the ones you fix on,
and gloat. Art multiplies itself.
Art’s whatever you choose to frame.

It wasn’t until I got to the end of that poem that I realised that “Art’s whatever you choose to frame”. I hadn’t been 
deliberately leading up to it but somehow it arose out of what had gone before, slightly to my surprise. 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VERONICA
v1 I love this poem.  I have only visited the Tate once, with my then boyfriend, on the day of  my audition for 

the Guildhall School of  Music and Drama, but this poem restored a memory of  the day and of  going down 
those steps.  I love the "clutch of  postcards...and another clutch of  images packed into your head".  Just as the 
postcards will be looked at again and used as icons of  the real thing, so the thoughts and impressions will be 
examined and entered into.  

v2,3,4 The poet looks with the eye of  an artist and conveys what she sees so clearly.  I have had no training in 
this regard but her wonderful descriptions ("a madly pure pre-Raphaelite sky") convey a way of  looking at 
composition and detail.  

v5,6,7 Using the analogy of  'framing' is useful in other fields to enlarge understanding of  the way we see 
things and people.  The lines 'Curious how these outdoor pictures didn't exist before you looked at the indoor 
pictures" highlight the way that in galleries most pictures come within a preset frame. We don't see the bigger 
picture.  Outside, the way the poet-artist sees the bigger picture yet cannot but respond to the detaiils "queuing 
up for the viewfinder". 

v8,9.  I love "No one made them. The light painted them."  Short statements which encapsulate bigger 
concepts.  "No one made them" yet the thrust of  the poem in "Art's whatever you choose to frame" both 
celebrates the freedom of  creation to inspire what we call 'art' and the freedom of  the artist to harness what he 
or she sees and make it their own. 

LESLEY
A poem that illustrates (no pun intended!) the author’s ‘new awareness’ of  the everyday things around her 

after her visit to the art gallery. 
It brought to mind the poem ‘Leisure’ by W H Davies: 

What is this life if, full of  care, 
We have no time to stand and stare. 
No time to stand beneath the bough 
And stare as long as sheep or cows. 
No time to see, when woods we pass, 
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass. 
No time to see, in broad daylight, 
Streams full of  stars, like skies at night. 
No time to turn at Beauty's glance, 
And watch her feet, how they can dance. 
No time to wait till her mouth can  
Enrich that smile her eyes began. 
A poor life this if, full of  care, 
We have no time to stand and stare. 

IAN
Boys’ comics in my day used to publish “useful” life-hacks. I remember one which exhorted you to carry 

around a pair of  cardboard L-shapes for making an adjustable picture frame. Hold one up, and you can compose 
your own “pictures” whichever way you look. Who needs art galleries? 

I and my pals all agreed this was the nuttiest idea we’d ever seen in print. But Fleur Adcock shows me how 
wrong we were. The Tate ought to sell little cardboard picture frames on the way out. Yes, I know you can use 
your mobile, but this saves battery, and is far more convenient. 

Now I come to think of  it, photographers in my youth used to go around holding up their two thumbs and 
forefingers to make an oblong. 

ROGER
Thank you Adrienne for a new joy; a poem I did not know, on an experience I share every time I visit an art 

gallery. Thank you too for a new word ‘Leve’ – to grant prayerfully. The poem encapsulates so much of  what I 
think poets do with words, too. 

ADELE
Love this poem. Didn’t know it before. Definitely evident that we all look but don’t properly see. 
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Sue Thomason
My guest poem is by Philip Lopate. I trust it has nothing to do with us…

We who are 
your closest friends 
feel the time 
has come to tell you 
that every Thursday 
we have been meeting 
as a group, 
to devise ways 
to keep you 
in perpetual uncertainty 
frustration 
discontent and 
torture 
by neither loving you 
as much as you want 
nor cutting you adrift. 
Your analyst is 
in on it, 
plus your boyfriend 
and your ex-husband; 
and we have pledged 
to disappoint you 
as long as you need us. 
In announcing our 
association 
we realize we have 
placed in your hands 
a possible antidote 
against uncertainty 
indeed against ourselves. 
But since our Thursday nights 
have brought us 
to a community 
of purpose 
rare in itself 
with you as 
its natural center, 
we feel hopeful you 
will continue to make unreasonable 
demands for affection 
if not as a consequence 
of your disastrous personality 
then for the good of the collective.  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VERONICA
Ouch! This is paranoia turned on its head and is a wonderfully light-hearted study of  co-dependency.  

Anyone who has been through counselling or taken part in support groups will recognise - with rueful humour - 
how true this situation can be, if  somewhat disturbing.  The second half  shows the irony of  the situation and is 
really quite funny when one reaches at a point of  understanding what is really happening.  It made me smile and 
feel sorry for the 'natural center' at the same time. 

ADRIENNE
That’s a fun poem, Sue! Love the conversational style! 

LESLEY
Thanks for saying “I trust it has nothing to do with us...”! 

My interpretation is that the poem is about some kind of  therapy group, where one person always wants to take 
centre-stage and is not well-liked by the others, but is tolerated. 

IAN
Al-Anon, I suspect… 
“My name’s Ian — I’m an alcoholic.” (Not another bl**dy one!) 

ADELE
Interesting and quirky- quite amusing with the Thursday reference! 
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Now for our own poems… 

–––––––––––––––––––––– 

ROGER
Thank you all, once again for enriching my isolation with your talents and good taste. 
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Veronica Carolan

Darning
Whoever made glove puppets from socks
never had to darn them.
Socks become aliens with deep dark holes
where patterns should be.
How to attack them?

First define your territory:
a long run around the boundary
marking the area to be covered.
This hole seems larger from a needle's eye
than Loch Ness - long and thin
with a tapering end.

Needle cast across the gap as a fly rod
across open water finds purchase.
Turn, aim, secure
stitch after stitch,
rungs across the ladder
making weft to hold the lengths of warp.

Casting back, my mother stitched neatly,
weaving in and out, in and out,
fingers pricked and healed, pricked and healed,
matching colours blending soft and even,
socks smooth to wear 
as the hair she smoothed
on a fireside evening.
I am not her.

VC 21.4.20

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

IAN
I was a war baby, and post-war I remember my mother darning socks. She even taught me how to do it, aged 

5 or thereabouts: more in hope than expectation of  useful assistance. But I haven’t forgotten, and I think I could 
still manage it at a push. Though I haven’t tried for over 70 years. 

“Whoever made glove puppets from socks//never had to darn them” — is a good couplet. I used to make 
socks eat the thimble and cotton reel. With a hole in the sock (always at the tip: Dad was bad at cutting his 
toenails) they could swallow them too. This appealed to my macabre little nature. 
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SUE
The image-composite of  the first verse is really quite sinister: alien glove puppets with deep dark holes (eyes? 

mouths?) that need attacking. So there is an underlying sense that [the narrator] finds sock-darning (an apparently 
peaceful domestic task) quite threatening. 

 Two verses of  apparently peaceful darning follow... but the dark undercurrent remains; Loch Ness (does 
it hold a monster?), fly fishing (in Loch Ness? Don’t hook something you didn’t bargain for...). And in the final 
verse, I may perhaps catch a glimpse of  the monster: “my mother ... I am not her”. Mother doesn’t come over as 
threatening in this poem, but maybe I sense a difficulty in the mother-[narrator] relationship; perhaps [narrator’s] 
guilt that they are not more like mother? Not as good at darning? 

 So I think this is a “peaceful domestic scene that actually speaks volumes about a relationship” poem. 
And... if  mother was that good at darning, how come she is constantly pricking her fingers? Is that an image of  
constantly undertaking difficult things, of  suffering for the child’s sake? In which case, no wonder child feels 
guilty. 

 Not just a simple description of  darning, then. A poem that’s deeper than it looks, exploring some really 
quite complex territory in a compassionate and skilful way. This poem encourages and supports me in exploring 
my own (past) relationship with my mother, and I feel grateful to have read it – a personally helpful poem. 

ADRIENNE
I like this. It’s well-written, and I have to say I prefer the style to Dickinson! Personally, I’d like to see some 

work on the last stanza. It seems a little clunky compared to the rest, and I’m not sure whether the last line 
should be reworded, or the idea woven more securely into the final stanza. 

LESLEY
Your own poem follows the theme of  Emily Dickinson’s, but here you are showing us that you lacked the 

skills that your mother had. Darning socks was a necessity in days gone by (perhaps it still is for some people); 
now, usually, they are discarded if  holes develop in them. Perhaps you could incorporate this at the end of  the 
poem, and somehow relate back to the opening line about sock puppets? 
I like the repeated ‘pricked and healed’, demonstrating that it was a painful process but a necessary one – so 
mother just got on with it. 

ROGER
Inspired your choice of  Dickinson, I guess, or perhaps the other way round; again the poetry of  process. 

Really good images and clever plays on words; how you define the task, seeing it from the needle’s perspective. 
The lkast lkine is a good punch-line which I suspect sells your darnability short. 

ADELE
This is lovely. I’m useless at sewing but, for my mother and grandma, it was second nature.  I like the way you 

attach the enormity to the task and love the image you evoke. 
Thanks. 
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Ian Clark

Dinosaur Stomp
Researchers discover ‘dinosaur stomping ground’ on Skye
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-highlands-islands-51834501  

There’s a dinosaur stomping ground nearby.
Dinosaurs stomp though they don’t know why.
They’re stuck on the ground till they learn to fly.
And that’s why the dinosaurs stomp on Skye.

Dinosaurs stomp with their great flat feet
through the wind ’n’ rain ’n’  fog’n sleet.
And now and again, if they happen to meet,
it’s anyone’s guess which one gets beat.

If you’re anywhere near the Isle of Skye
and you fancy a stomp, why not drop by?
Come and join in a dinosaur moot
and get stomped on wi’ a great flat foot.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––
VERONICA

Great fun and very rhythmical. This poem should be in an anthology of  poetry for schools! 

SUE
It’s a song! Needs a tune! A song to dance the Stomp to! (I don’t know about Stomps, but I can hear 

something like a jug band in the background. Or possibly a tea-chest bass and somebody beating time on a 
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washtub...) Purely joyful and fun; a celebration of  dinosaurs, stomping, and Scottish accents (I love rhyming 
“moot” with “foot”, forcing a long vowel in the latter).  

(This is off-topic, but – those two dinos on the right of  the picture are suggestive of  kangaroos. I suspect gait 
analysis of  their preserved footprints would demonstrate that they didn’t locomote by hopping, but... I now have 
a great mental image of  dinosaurs thumping across the landscape to the beat of  your poem...) 

Thank you for a piece of  joy!  

IAN
In my regular browse through the BBC website, I come across articles simply crying out for a poem. This is 

the drumbeat to a marching tune: you can almost hear the skirl o’ the pipes in the background. 
If  you want to read the original article, the link below the title works ok: just click it. 

ADRIENNE
Lovely to read a bit of  fun and frivolity! Loved the clever little trick of  making the reader read the last word 

of  the poem with a Scottish bent!! 

LESLEY
From tiny tardigrades last time to deadly dinosaurs this time! 

A humorous short poem with a rhythm like a drum-beat that echoes the ‘stomping’. 
It brought to mind the song “let’s do the monster mash” (Bobby Picket). 

ROGER
A well maintained stomping beat (Dave Clark, eat your heart out) and a set of  happy images of  dinosaurs 

letting their (?) scales down. Surreal and fun. 

ADELE
Funny poem. Could be used for a good way to engage children in poetry I think - demonstrates rhyme and 

metre really well - and using a subject of  interest to them. Have you thought of  using it that way? 
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Adele Duffield

Bank Holiday Fever in a seaside town
This is one that I brought quite a long time ago to the group, about the Bank Holiday mayhem of tourists visiting Whitby.  
There were mixed feelings in the group; some saying it should be cut short and others saying it needed lengthening to 
balance the viewpoint.  After seeing how quiet our town was over the Easter weekend, it reminded me of this poem and I 
have worked on the editing of it since then.  I chose to lengthen it.  It did seem oddly incongruent to what we are seeing 
now, but nevertheless, I thought it would be interesting to see what people think of it in its present form.

Stressing to gain an inch  
the idiots clog the town’s roundabouts, 
then movement ceases once again  
as the temperature rises within and without.
Slaving to join the metal chain link 
air-con bellows to control the heat,  
as they lose their cool seeking a gap. 
The crawl into town, they slowly defeat.
Like an endless march of army ants 
paralysing the town for another day, 
chewing up tiny central streets 
yearning to find the last parking bay.
Drinking a skin-full, pubs burst at the seams 
and cafes are bulging to meet the demand  
take-away queues go on for miles 
and folk munch their chips by the old Bandstand
Moving slowly, the mobbing hoards 
meander round town with sunburnt skin  
like barber-shop stripes or sticks of Rock 
by tonight for sure, that’s going to sting!
They mooch down the pier, admire the Jet, 
wearing kiss-me-quick hats they fill the arcades 
stuff their faces with candy and ice-cream 
and scream at the kids in expletive tirades
Yet as tea-time looms, the hoards retreat, 
and Whitby survives another bank holiday. 
Gulls pick up scraps from food-littered streets, 
peace returns once again, as they all drift away.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
Not having seen the poem in its shorter form, I think it works well as a longish poem.  However, having first 

come to Whitby as a tourist, albeit for a week's stay, I have mixed feelings about it! 
I like the juxtaposition of  "air-con bellows to control the heat, as they lose their cool..." 

'hoards' should read 'hordes', I think.  But I'm aware of  a typo of  mine in my comment on Roger's last poem. 
Well done for 'expletive tirades' to make the rhyme with 'arcades'! 
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The writing is descriptive but I can't help feeling it is something of  a caricature. 

SUE
An evocation of  frustration, resentment and anger; both [narrator] and the people described have a 

thoroughly horrible day. It’s definitely a “hell is other people” scene, with no mitigating positive aspects at all. 
Reading it leaves me feeling a bit fratchy, and looking for a way to dissipate this harmlessly (a quick deep breath 
and “peace to all beings” moment – if  only I can remember this when confronted with the real thing!).  

I have some tiny nit-picks – I am only including these because your standard of  writing is so consistently 
high; it’s not like you to overlook details... 

I wonder if  the “mobbing hoards” in l.17 should be “mobbing hordes”? Ditto the hoards in l. 25? 
Why the capitalisation of  Bandstand, Rock, and Jet? 
Punctuation seems to have gone slightly missing from the 4th quatrain onwards? 

ADRIENNE
I didn’t see the first draft. Certainly paints a picture! 

IAN
The Smoggy Invasion! Touches a nerve. 
Have you noticed how they all seem to think us Whitby residents are ghosts, and just go walking through 

you? They look so surprised when you go all solid on them. 

LESLEY
(I hadn’t heard/seen this poem before.) A very evocative poem of  the chaos caused by tourists on a day trip 

to a popular place. Although I’m not full time in Whitby I spend a lot of  time there in my ‘second home’ and 
don’t consider myself  a tourist. I definitely concur with the ending of  your poem “peace returns once again, as 
they all drift away”. 

It has a nice chugging rhythm, a kind of  stop-start like the cars and the people jockeying for space. 

ROGER
I missed this poem’s first outing. There is much I like here; it is cleverly observed, but I feel it is still work-in-

progress, and will be good. There are a few small words that clog the flow e.g. then, once, as,like etc. The impact 
is dissipated by the shifts in perspective between the narrator and the tourist; maybe the narrator is an intrusion. 
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Roger Gould

TULIPS

The tulips are still,
statue silent.
Yesterday they rioted
all day joyous
yellow and red
Cup Final waving;
The cold wind gone.
Eliot would know them
seeking then finding
their centrepoint of stillness.

Roger J Gould 6.5.16

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
To enter into the stillness of  nature is a gift, when time seems to stand still, so to notice and catch those 

moments of  calm has resulted in a lovely poem.  Relief  from the cold wind is rare, but I enjoyed the description 
of  the riot of  colourful red and yellow flowers blown by the wind. 

SUE
Oh, this is lovely! It pulls me into contemplation so strongly that I have little to say about it – just a mind full 

of  tulips. Thank you! 

ADRIENNE
Lke your tuilps, Roger. Neat, concise, nicely expressed, in my opinion. Wonder whether the last line could 

lose “stillness”, or you could express that moment of  meditation in a slightly different way. Like the conceit of  it 
though. 

LESLEY
I like the imagery in this poem. However - only my suggestion - the line “The cold wind gone” would read 

better to me as “The cold wind has gone”. 

ADELE
I like the metaphor here, and the reference to Eliot (I assume T.S.). Perhaps uncapitalise the T of  ‘The cold 

wind gone’ or use a full stop on the line before, and maybe add a line to show more of  a pause before the Eliot 
sentence. Maybe putting ‘off  stillness’ on the last line alone would match the earlier line ‘statue silent’. I like it. 

IAN
Captures the essence of  tulipness (tuliposity) for me. 
They are real flowers, I know, but they look like plastic. And in a light breeze move like it. 
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Lesley Pemberton

RIVER OF LIFE

Life springs forth in a rushing torrent
Bubbling over

Running before it tries to walk
Cutting through surroundings

Falling
Tumbling

    Overflowing
Then settling into a clear pool
Reflecting all that is around
Moving on at a steadier pace
Meandering a wide course 
Exploring green fields and new horizons
Slower now, but knowledge has widened the boundaries
And giving rather than taking becomes the norm
Slower and slower towards the end
No longer uniform
But defenceless little channels
Like the mind splitting up into disorder
A few links here and there
Across the delta at the end of life
Powerless against the mighty sea
That meets the tiny remnants
And sucks them
Into its limitless vastness …

Part of the eternal …

A few drops of moisture are enfolded
Into the sunlit heavens…

…And the rain gives new life

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
I can imagine standing at High Force as the river, gathering momentum on its journey from the source, 

tumbles over the edge and continues on its way.  I like "knowledge has widened the boundaries" and the 
inference of  the life-giving elements of  rivers. In one way, it seems to be a sad poem, where the abundance of  
flow in mid-life gives way to a narrowing and clogging of  its life, to be subsumed into the ocean.  'However, the 
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'mighty sea' has often been used as a metaphor for God or the eternal, and the ending of  the poem draws us 
towards this greater life and the renewal of  the circle of  life. 

SUE
The image is followed through very logically, but perhaps I’m not the target audience for this poem? It 

doesn’t push any strong emotional buttons for me (maybe because it’s dealing with generalities, rather than a 
specific life?) and it doesn’t make me amazed by showing me something in a new way. Which is a shame, because 
I think it’s perfectly competently written – the fault is in the reader not the writer… 

ADRIENNE
I’m a bit of  a sucker for philosophical thought, so interested to read your take. Just beware, sometimes you 

sound a bit Wordsworthian, in my view! I feel it’s important that contemporary poems are just that -  
contemporary, although of  course a writer can use form to add rigour to style just as they choose! 

ROGER
A very clever metaphor. I wonder if  the first word is the right one. Might the poem be more powerful if  ‘life ‘ 

was replaced by ‘It’ and the reader had the extra work to do? You use white space very well. I wonder whether 
the succeeding stages of  life should be separated into stanzas at ‘Moving on’ and ‘Slower now’? 

‘No longer uniform’ to ‘end of  life’ is a great section but, to me, you should to take a second look at some of  
the words which weaken a very powerful image. Personally, I would delete ‘And’ in the last line. 

ADELE
Interesting view of  the life cycle with the river/water metaphors.  For me, the poem could end at vastness... I 

don’t think it needs the last few lines which seem detached from the earlier image. Have you thought of  breaking 
the lines again as you did with ‘Falling, Tumbling, Overflowing’? It would be more visually pleasing and follows 
the meandering of  the water. Just a thought. 

Nice poem Lesley. 

IAN
I like the insets to represent the river tumbling over geological layers. I’m not a fan of  typography in poetry to 

add meaning, believing that a good poem is there to be read out aloud. But I think it works here. 
I agree with Adele about the last 4 lines. They seem echoes, almost afterthoughts. Nothing really wrong with 

them, but they don’t quite have the power of  what’s gone before. Ending the poem at “vastness” makes a 
complete, epigrammatic poem with a satisfying ending. 
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Adrienne Silcock

Walking the Monk’s Trod
March 2020

They slice and trim the centuries
these old slabs gouged by footfall, 
scored and pitted, hunkered down in 
bog and mud across the woods
dangerous and edgy with moss.

Witness to so many long walks towards 
death, or towards a new faith, 
to new beginnings or old roots or friendships 
burgeoning, the way yellow faces of
celandines cluster at the edges, in crowds,
blinding us like stars or white wood anemones
returning like beauty of violets
trodden down by heavy sole or sharp claw.

We are not stones. Our bodies 
weep and give beneath the burden,
our eyes dart this way and that. We slip.
Sometimes we even fail to notice
new growth beneath the trees.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
This is very atmospheric and I can almost feel the solid but well-worn and slippery stones of  the trod.  I am 

missing a verb in verse 2! To compare and contrast human life with that of  these stones is a risky thing to do. We 
are not there to be trodden on, altough perhaps, to extend the idea, we may help provide a way from point to 
point and through sticky ground!  The poem does make me newly aware of  the need to open our eyes to new 
growth around us, which for me is one of  the joys of  walking in Spring. 

SUE
I really, really like the line “dangerous and edgy with moss” as an evocation of  pannier track stones! (Oops, or 

am I misreading this – is it the woods that are dangerous and edgy with moss?) I also like the observation of  
woodland early-spring flowers; I’ve been seeing the same flowers by our local trods on recent walks. I’m not 
quite sure about “so many long walks towards death, or towards a new faith” because I thought the trods were 
mostly built as packhorse routes (i.e. their main purpose was to facilitate movement of  goods). I assume “We 
slip” is falling off  a stone – one of  the ironic things I notice about most of  our local trods is that the stones 
themselves are currently un-walkable and there is a footpath running alongside them...  

 The middle stanza is built of  two very powerful images butted up against each other that don’t quite 
make a complete sentence, or a connected chain of  thought, for me. 

 And the concluding sentence (“sometimes we even fail to notice new growth beneath the trees”) doesn’t 
quite make sense to me as a conclusion to this poem, because [the narrator] HAS just noticed the new spring 
flowers... has paid detailed attention to them. So I’m confused. 
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LESLEY
An interesting contrast of  the old stone slabs and the dainty flowers alongside them, echoing the fragility of  

life. I felt the poem ended somewhat abruptly and would benefit from a little more so that it offers something 
positive. 

ROGER
Another beautifully observed description of  human interaction with nature. Somehow, I expected more from 

the last five lines. 

ADELE
You paint a well observed picture here as if  it’s a personal path well travelled. The personification works really 

well for me between human and stone. Quite moving in a tranquility of  accepted guilt. 

IAN
Evokes the sheer antiquity of  the trod, and the many lives that have passed over it, including the seasonal 

regrowth of  the plant life. Which is a metaphor for human life. 
I recall an indie video, produced locally in the late 1990s. Said that the Council had the brilliant idea of  

turning over the hollowed-out stones to expose the nice flat face underneath. But when they did so, they 
discovered someone had already done that, 200 year ago. 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Sue Thomason

And this is my poem…

Joy-of-the-common, 
Sun-jump-up,
Poor man’s saffron,
Goldimop,

Fountain of floating
fairy dancers,
Bee-suck, Wineheads,
Green-Man’s-answers,

Yellow earth-nail,
Parky’s pest: 
Dandelion,
you’re the best!

–––––––––––––––––––––––––

VERONICA
This made me chuckle! I like the onomatopoeic 'fountain of  floating fairy dancers'.  I love the bright, bold 

yellow flowers of  the dandelion which always make me think of  making wine, and this poem brought the flowers 
vividly to mind.  If  you walk along the cliff  paths in Whitby, you will see an equal companion in the coltsfoot, in 
abundance, which also gives me joy. 

ADRIENNE
Sue...something to jolly us up! Nicely written. I don’t know if  I would be shouted down if  I mention that I’m 

not so sure about the final line...it feels a bit lazy to me and doesn’t quite work its passage. Perhaps it’s just me, 
but I feel a short poem deserves a strong ending. 

LESLEY
I love this short poem – perhaps because I agree that dandelions should not be maligned as being weeds. 

Their sunshine yellow heads are redolent of  spring and, as you encapsulated in the verse, dandelions have lots of  
beneficial properties. 

There are a few poems/sayings about ‘a weed being a flower in the wrong place’, which is the theme in your 
poem.  

ADELE
A pretty ode to the Dandelion. Do you need as many hyphens? Not sure about the line ‘Bee-suck, 

Wineheads’ - it doesn’t strike a chord like the rest (and i don’t really understand it).  Nice poem for the time of  
year and there’s plenty of  evidence all around us to prove its proliferation- like it or not!  

IAN
Fully agree with Lesley. It’s my favourite weed. Even as I battled it in my garden, I had great admiration for its 

survivalist skills. That invincible taproot! Those globular clusters! And when I finally sued for peace and let the 
plant do what it liked, I got wrong off  the neighbours for all the seeds that blew into their gardens. 

I hadn’t known all those names for the flower. But there’s another French one (pis-en-lit) that Sue forgot. This 
takes me back to one sunny afternoon in my youth when I went gathering dandelion heads on the college lawn, 
in a yellow jumper, carrying a yellow bucket – a spectacle which my contemporaries weren’t for let me forget. For  
the next three days the infusion stank my room out, then settled down to fizzing like lemonade, eventually 
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making a glorious white wine. But you had to be firm with yourself  and decline that second glass, because 
Dandelion Wine has medicinal properties!  

I took the last bottle to a bottle party, and several people must have over-indulged because there followed an 
outbreak of  the notorious Keele Bug. Only it wasn’t. 
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